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Let 1 < p < a, with p # 2. Let G denote one of the groups T”, w, or Z”. 
We show that only entire functions operate in certain algebras of multipliers 
on L,(G). 
Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group with dual group r. It is well known 
that only entire functions operate in the measure algebra M(G). Moreover, 
if G is compact, then only entire functions operate in the algebra M,(G) = 
(p E M(G) 1 i; vanishes at infinity on F}. The former result is due to Kahane 
and Rudin; the latter was obtained by Varopoulos. 
In this paper, we study L, analogs of the aforementioned theorem of 
Varopoulos. Specifically, let 1 < p < co with p # 2, and let G denote one 
of the groups P, FP, or P. We show that only entire functions operate on 
the multiplier algebra C@,(G); that is, the space of L,-multipliers whose 
transforms are continuous and vanish at infinity on l7 This result completes 
the investigation begun by the author in [22]. Many of the ideas involved 
in our proof were sketched in [23]. We begin our discussion with some notations 
and comments. 
1 
In this section, we present some notations which are used throughout, as 
well as some comments concerning the problem studied here. Let X and Y 
be Banach spaces. The space of bounded linear operators from X into Y is 
denoted by 0(X, Y). We write O(X) in place of 0(X, X). If T E O(X), we let 
sp( T, X) denote the spectrum of Tin X. 
We let xa denote the characteristic function of a set A. [w denotes the real 
line, Z denotes the integers, N is the set of positive integers, and T denotes 
the circle group. Throughout this paper, we identify U with the interval [ -7r, r). 
Let (Q, Z, p) be a measure space and let X be a Banach space. Define 
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L,@)(X) (or more simply&(X)) to be the space of strongly measurable functions 
f: Q -+ X so that [lfIl,+) = (jo]lf(~)Ij~d~)~l~ < co (the usual modification 
is made if p = CO). We assume the basic properties of these spaces throughout 
(see [6, Chap. 31). 
If G is a locally compact Abelian group (or LCA group) with dual group I’, 
let M(G) be the class of finite, regular Bore1 measures on G, and define M,,(G) = 
{CL E M(G) I$ vanishes at infinity on r}. Let B(r) = ($ \ p E M(G)} and 
4,(r) = W I P E Md’3). Th e support of p is written supp p; ( p 1 is the total 
variation of CL, and /I TV I/ will denote the total variation norm of TV. We sometimes 
write 9&L) in place of p. If p and h are positive measures in M(G), we write 
p < h to denote p(E) < h(E), f or all Bore1 sets E. 6, denotes the unit mass 
measure at x. For p E M(G), let T, be the operator defined by T,(f) = p *f. 
L,(G) will denote the usual L, space with respect to the Haar measure of G. 
An operator T E O(L,(G)) is called a multiplier if there exists a (necessarily 
unique) function i‘ EL,(~) so that T(f)” = p’, for all integrable simple 
functionsf. M,(G) denotes the space of multipliers on L, . We write CM,(G) = 
(T E M,(G) I p is continuous on r>, and C,,M,(G) = {T E CM,(G) I p vanishes 
at infinity on r}. Finally, let m,(G) be the closure of {Tf / f~ L,(G)} in the 
norm of M, . The basic properties of these classes of operators are assumed 
throughout (see [7, Chap. 1; 13, Chap. 41). It facilitates matters to write jj TV IIM, 
in place of 11 T, llMM,. Also, we let M,(G)+ = {p I T E M,(G)), and sometimes 
use the abusive notation I/ F IIMP rather than /I T Ilw,(c~ . 
Let A, be a subalgebra of M,<(G), 1 < pi < co, and define a, = { T ( T E Ai}, 
i = 1,2. Let E be a subset of the complex plane C, and let F: E ---f @. We 
say that F operates from A, into A, if F 0 p E as, whenever p E a1 and 
range p c E. The multiplier S E A, for which S = F o rf is denoted by F( T’). 
In case A, = A, , we say that F operates on A, . 
Before stating our principal theorem, we make some preliminary comments. 
Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group. Let F: [-1, I] + @ and suppose that F 
operates in M(G). Then F can be extended to an entire function in the complex 
plane (see [15, Chap. 61 or [5]). Th is result was strengthened in [S]. There, 
Igari showed that only entire functions operate from M(G) into the multiplier 
algebra M,(G), 1 < p < CO, p # 2. In [21], Varopoulos showed that for 
compact G, only entire functions operate on M,,(G). We prove the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 < p ==z cc with p # 2. Suppose thut F: [ -1, I] -+ C, 
and that F operates on the multiplier algebra C,&!,,(P). Then F coincides with 
an entire function in some neighborhood of 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 < p < co with p # 2, and let G denote om? of the groups 
[w” OY P. Suppose that F: [ -1, I] ---f C, and that F operates on the multiplier 
algebra C&ID(G). Then F coincides with an entire function on [ - 1, I]. 
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(Of course, if G = T” or R”, we may also conclude that F(0) = 0.) 
In [22], it was shown that for 1 < p < 00, p # 2, there exists TE CdM,(G) 
so that sp(T,L,) # p(r) u (0). H ere G = lP or W. Our proof of Theorems 1 
and 2 for these groups consists of a careful refinement of the method introduced 
in [22]. In the case G = P, the proof requires additional ideas, including 
the introduction of a vector-valued analog of the John-Nirenberg space 
BMO [ll]. 
Finally, we note that Theorems 1 and 2 are sharp in the following sense: 
If 1 < Q < p < 2 and F: [-I, I] + @ operates from CdM,(G) into C&M,(G), 
then F need not coincide with an entire function in a neighborhood of 0. In 
fact, if G is compact, and if F is analytic in a neighborhood of 0, with F(0) = 0, 
then F operates from C,,M,(G) into C,M,(G). If G is not compact, F will operate 
from C&Z,(G) into C,,M,(G) p rovided F is analytic on [-I, I] and F(0) = 0. 
These simple facts follow since C,M,(G) C m,(G), the closure of {Tf ( ~ELJG)) 
in M, (see [7, Sect. 1.41). 
2 
In this section we prove Theorem 1 and obtain Theorem 2 for Euclidean 
n-space. These results are consequences of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 1 <p < 00 with p # 2. Let F: [-1, l] + @ and 
suppose that F operates from C,,M,(%) into MD(T). Then F coincides with an 
entire function in some netkhborhood of 0. 
As a first step in our proof, we require the following lemma. This may be 
viewed as an L, analog of the Helson-Kahane theorem concerning functions 
operating on L,(U) (see [15, Chap. 61 or [5]). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 1 < p < co withp # 2, andlet 71 > 0. Let F: [-7, 71 --t Q= 
and suppose that F operates from L,(U) into M,(U). Then F is analytic in a 
neighborhood of 0. 
Since this lemma is obtained by rather standard arguments, we only give 
a brief sketch of the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F be as in Lemma 2.2. There exists q, > 0 and C < co 
with the following property: If u E M(U), 11 a 11 < c,, , and if & is real-valued, 
then F 0 b E M,(T)^ and 11 F(u)jlw, < C. 
The proof is essentially the same as that of 6.5.2 of [15]. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let 1 < p < 2. Then there exists K, > 1 so that for all 
n = 1, 2,..., 
SUP II einf II.wJu) 3 KDn, 
where the supremum is taken over all f E L,(T) with 11 f II1 < 1 andf’is real-valued. 
This is an immediate consequence of [S, Lemma I]. (Also, see [16, Theorem 21 
for a related result.) 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. By Lemma 2.3 and the argument of [8, Lemma 21, 
it follows that there exists or < E,, so that F is continuous on [-or , ~1. Let 
F,(x) = F(r sin x), for all x E [w, where Y < e,/lOe. By the proof of [15, 6.5.31, 
combined with Lemma 2.4, it is easy to see that FI is analytic on a horizontal 
strip {.z 1 I Im x / < cD}, for an appropriate cP > 0. This implies Lemma 2.2. 
Our proof of 2.1 is based on the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 1 < p < CQ with p # 2. Let @: [-E, c] -+ @ and 
Q(x) = g=‘=, alcxk for I x I < E. Suppose that @ operates from C,M,(U) into 
1M,(U). Then there exist C, , j, so that 
forallj>j<. 
(*I 
By applying this result to the function FR defined by FR(x) = F(Rx), for 
all R > 0, and by using Lemma 2.2, it is easy to see that 2.5 implies Theorem 2.1 
(see also [21]). The proof of Theorem 2.5 consists largely in a refinement 
of the method introduced by the author in [22]. Corresponding to the given 
sequence {a,}, we construct a multiplier T E COMP(T), and obtain the estimate (*) 
by studying a(T). We adhere to the following notation. 
Notation 2.6. Fix p, 1 <p < 2, and let l/p + l/p’ = 1. Let {a&} be a 
sequence of complex numbers, and suppose E > 0 with C,“=, / uk I ck < co. 
Let {tk}~xm_l be a positive sequence so that Cz=1 t, < 1 and t, > lOCr=,+, t, 
for all n. Let {x,~}?=~ denote the set {xi”=, citi I l i = 0 or 1, 1 < i < n}. We 
assume x1” < xsn < *** < xi,, . Define x:, = -xlen, 1 < k < 2n. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let n be a positive integer. There exists a sequence of & so that if 
k#O 
then 6, is real-valued and II aA /Im < 21J22-n/2. 
The proof of this fact is essentially given in [22, Lemma 3.41. The & are 
related to Rudin-Shapiro polynomials (see [12, pp. 34361). 
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The following lemmas are also essentially contained in [22, Lemmas 3.5 
and 3.61. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let pn be as in Lemma 2.7. Then 
11 /.L* II&$ < 21’p’2--n/p’. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let {p,,} be the sequence of mtwwres constructed in Lemma 2.7. 
Then 
22n’D’ II Pn2 IIMp G C(gme, 
where 0 = 2/p - 1, and C is an absolute constant. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let j be a positive integer. Let {tk} be as in 2.6 and 
define t,,, = t(k-l)3+s , 1 < s < j, k = 1, 2 ,... . Let (~f2,~)~~~ denote the set 
{xF=, ci& 1 ci = 0 or 1, 1 < i < n}, let XV& = -x& , 1 < k < 2”, and let 
P,,~ be the measure associated with {x&}Ell by Lemma 2.7. Define Y,,, = 
wiE’,=l ks * 
LEMMA 2.11. Assume the notations of 2.6 and 2.10, and let j E N. There 
exists n,(j) E iV so that if K 3 j + 1 and n >, n,(j), then 
zlnk’* II $1 II& < (4ak* 
Proof. Let or, = C(+dJ)ne as in 2.9. Then 
Note that for all K, 
(1) 
It thus suffices to show that for K > j + 1 we have 
where k = j + 1, and C, is an absolute constant. This, in turn, is a consequence 
of the following fact: 
If k =j+(22- 1) and {mi}:=, is any sequence of non-negative integers 
with xi=, mi = k, we have 
II/q& *IQ2 * a*- * /qj II&$ < ,;2jlP’24w (2) 
This result follows easily by induction on 1. Specifically, if I = 1, there must 
580/26/3-6 
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exist at least one m, greater than one; let us assume m, > 2. Then by (l), 
Lemma 2.8, and the fact C mi = j + 1, 
A similar argument shows that if (2) is valid for some Z, it is also valid for I + 1. 
Thus (2) holds for all 1 E N, and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.12. Assume the notations of 2.10 and let j E N. Then there exists 
n2( j) E N so that for all n 3 n2( j), we have 
Proof. Fix s,, , 1 < s, < j. Define 
and let E, = lJi=, E,,, . We claim that 
where for any finite set A, #A is the number of points in A. It clearly suffices 
to show that if 1 < s,, < j, then 
# ESO,n < 2+12n’j-1’. (4) 
However, ESO,, consists of all sums &++8 X, , where x, is of the form 
+Y,.;“_, ei8ti,s , q8 = 0 or 1. There are 2 * 2n :hoices for x, and so (2 * 2”)j-l 
choices for a sum C&s0 x, . This implies (4), and (3) is thus established. 
For 1 < K < j, let Jk = {(sl ,..., sk) 1 1 < si < j, 1 < i < k, and all s, ,..., sk 
are distinct). Note that 
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We claim that if 1 < k < j, then 
SUPP L,.k C ~3,. 
If suffices to show that if (sl ,..., sk) E Jk , then 
(5) 
Since k <j, and s1 ,..., sk are distinct, every point x:+1 + ... + x&Sk is in the 
set E, . Now (6) follows, and we have (5). 
If sr )..., sk are not distinct, we then have 
2aklp’ I/ p.,,,, * -*a * pn,s,IIMp -+ 0 as n - 00. 
This follows by Lemma 2.9. Therefore, if 1 < k < j, 
znklp‘ 11 5n.k hWp -+ o as n--+00. (7) 
(Notice that cn,r = 0, for all n). 
Consider ~j, j = (j!/ji) pn 1 * ... * t~,,~ + 5, j . Let {ra} denote the 2tn+l)i 
points x,“,,, + 1-e + x:~,~ , -2n < qi < 2”, for’q, # 0; these points are distinct 
by the condition t, > 10 C~~,,,,l ti , for all m. Then 
1 
h.1 * ‘.. * (un,j = - p+1,j 
"y * *, 
a=1 
Define 
Then by (S), supp fn,j C E, and 
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Choose 6 = & . Define vnj = (249l/p x[~,~I . The functions (Q * ~ni}~~~)’ 
then have disjoint supports and we obtain 
= 1 aj 1 2M/P i! j5 & [#({y~~\En)ll’p - il 1 ak 1 2nk’p’ II 5n.k hp. 
By (l), #({yQ}\E,) > 2cn+l)j -j2i-l2”(i-l). Moreover, 
$, 1 ak 1 2nk’p’ 11 5n.k hu, + 0 
as 12 -+ co by (7). Clearly, we may assume that aj # 0. Hence for sufficiently 
large ns(i) we obtain by (8), 
4 
3 1 aj I 2n3’v’ $ & (4 . 2(n+1)i)1’P 
- gl 1 ak 1 snklp’ II 5n.k bfp (9) 
> jj (4)) 2--j/p’ 1 aj I, 
for all n > n,(i). This implies the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let 1 < p < 2, and let l/p + l/p’ = 1. Let {ak} be a sequence 
of complex numbers, and suppose E > 0 with C& I ak 1 ck < co. Thez there 
exist measures {A$}, h in M(T), with A > 0, and there exist trigonometricpolynomials 
{&} on % so that for all j, 
(a) /$ is real-valued and 11 Aj jlm < 21/22-nfj)la. 
(b) I 4 I < A* 
(4 IIt4llP GKP, where K, is a constant depending only on p. 
(d) II&.=, ak2n(j)klP’Ajk * #j /lp > $-(j!lji) 2-W I a, I. 
le> 11 ~~=5+1 ak2 n(5)k’p’&k * $b5 /jp < c (=xLl 1 ak I(+)“). 
Here {n(j)> is a sequence of positive integers tending to infnity. 
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Before we prove this result, some comments are in order. The measures 
ho).~l satisfy properties (a), (4, (4, and (e) for appropriate trigonometric 
polynomials I& and integers n(j); however, property (b) fails. We will employ 
the method of [22] in order to construct the measures {A,}, using {v~o),~} asthe 
basic building blocks. The proof is similar to that of [22, Theorem 3.11. 
Proof of Lemma 2.13. Let n,(j) be as in 2.11 and na(j) be as in 2.12. We 
take n(j) > max(n,( j), na( j)), j = 1,2,... . Clearly, we may assume {n(j)} 
tends to co. Let {u,.};=r denote the Fejer kernel. Then a, is a trigonometric 
polynomial of degree r, 6, is real-valued, and {a7j}~=r is an approximate identity, 
j = 1,2,... (u7j denotes the j-fold convolution Us * *.a * uy). Let y’i be the 
function of the form (2rr/S#/” x~a,~,l so that 
ak2 nb)k/d k v~o),~ * vj 2 4 (.$/ii) 2-j”’ I ai I
9 
(see Eq. (8) in the proof of 2.12). Choose r(j) so large that 
i 
lb 
d&k/i k 
ak2 UTW * 4kd.r * % 
II 
>, $ ( j!/ ji) 2~“” 1 a, I. (10) 
k=l 9 
Let fj = u,.~) * vn(j),j and gj = a,.~) * / vn~),j I. Note that gj > 0, lfi j < gj , 
f, and gj are trigonometric polynomials of degree <r(j), fj and tj are real- 
valued, and Jj(O) = 1. 
Choose a highly lacunary sequence {rk} of positive integers so that Yk+r/Yk > 
2kY(k), k = 1, 2 ,... . FixjEN.ForN>j,define 
hN,j(X) = ( fj~k(~kx)).h(~~x) 
k#;j 
and for all N, define 
b&) = fir gkbkx)- 
k=l 
ThenforN>j, IhN,i( <IzhN. By the choice of {rk}, we have that 11 h, iI1 = 1 
for all N, and so I] A,,, ]I1 < 1 (see the proof of [22, Theorem 3.11). Let h be 
the weak * limit of {&}& and let A, be the weak * limit of {hN,j}~,j+l as 
N -+ co. Then 1 Aj 1 < A, and if N > j, we have 
(11) 
for 1 qk 1 < r(k), 1 < k < N, and 
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for all m not of the form ylql + ... + yNqN with / qk 1 < y(h), 1 < K < N 
(see [22, Eqs. (8) and (9) in the proof of 3.11). In particular, 
&hz) = h)(!d %w.i(!7) (12) 
for I 4 I < y(j). 
By (ll), fi, 
^ 
is real-valued and 11 hi lIrn < 21/22-n(i)/2. We thus have shown 
(a) and (b). We now construct the functions {&}. 
Let wj(x) = p?i(y+) for x E T (see Eq. (10) for the definition of vj). Let 
a,$ = Sv,rh)(~j), where for each n, 
series of’the function w. Then 
A’,( w is the nth partial sum of the Fourier ) 
where K, depends only on p. This gives (c). Moreover, 
hj” * #j(X) = 4G.j * 4w.j * q&x), (13) 
for all x E T, and all R = 1, 2 ,... . This may be seen by comparing the Fourier 
coefficients of the quantities involved, and using (12) (see Eq. (15) in the proof 
of [22, 3.11). By (10) and (13) we obtain part (d) of the lemma. Finally, we 
note that the series ~~zj+, ak2R(j)k/@hjk * &. converges in L, to a trigonometric 
polynomial and that 
< 1 / ak 1 2n(j)klp’ II 4” * *j 112, k=i+l 
< f \ ak I (d2)kj 
k=l 
the last inequality following by Lemma 2.11. This implies (e), and completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.5, and consequently, to obtain 
Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. We may assume Q(O) = 0. Then Q(x) = xzS, akxk 
for I x I < E and @ operates on C,M,(T). Take (a,], E as the quantities con- 
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sidered in 2.6. We begin by constructing our basic multiplier F, this is similar 
to the construction in [22, Theorem 4.11, ‘and we are thus brief. It suffices 
to take 1 < p < 2. Let {Ai} and {I,$} b e as in Lemma 2.13. Let dj 3 degree $I~ ,
and let mj = 2”s + dj . Clearly, we may assume 10 < dl < d, < ..a. Define 
and 
if K is not of the form dj for any j. By 2.13(a), and since p’ > 2, it is clear that 
II Sk llm - 0 as k-co. (14) 
By 2.13(a) and (b), and [22, Theorem 2.11, we obtain that the operator U 
defined by Wf,> = & *fJ is bounded on L,(Z,). We “cut-off” and then 
“piece together” the measures fk . 
Define R, E MD(U) by J&(m) = x[ ar,ar+slcl(m), for all m E Z. Let W be the 
operator W{f,} = {Rk(fk)}. Th en by [22, Lemma 2.31, W is bounded on 
&,(I,). Hence W 0 U = {V,} is a bounded operator on L,(Z,). Note for all 
ygE we have 
and 
pk(y) = 2”W”’ 
X12dj,adj+aajl(Y) 5(Y - 2a’ - di) if k = df 
(15) 
Q,(Y) = 0 
if k is not of the form di for any j. 
In particular pk _C [2”, 2k+1) for all k. Choose k, so that 11 pk Ijm < & whenever 
k 3 k, (see Eq. (14)). S’ mce {V,> is bounded on L,(Z,), the Littlewood-Paley 
theory implies that the multiplier T defined by 
fYY) = VkCY) if 2’c < y < 2”+l and k 3 k, , 
= 0 otherwise, 
is bounded on L,(T) (see [22, Theorem 2.4; 24, Chapt. XVJ). By (14) and (15), 
it is clear that p vanishes at infinity on Z. Moreover, F is real-valued since & 
is real-valued, j = 1, 2 ,... . Finally, by the choice of k, , we have 11 f [lm < &. 
Thus @(T> E CdM,(T). 
Choose jc so that dj > k, for j > j< . Fix j > j< . We will show 
1 a, I < C,2r/p’(jj/j!) (16) 
for an appropriate constant C, independent of j. Note that for alb y E Z, 
@(T)(ei”‘“#j)^(y) = f ~~2~(‘)~“‘A:(y - mj) &(y - mj) 
k=l 
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and so 
(17) 
(Notice that this series converges in the L, norm to a trigonometric polynomial 
on U.) Therefore, by (17) and Lemma 2.13, 
k=l 
(18) 
> * (j!/ jj) 2-j/p' [ uj 1 - C. 
This implies (16), and completes the proof of Theorem 2.5; we have thus also 
obtained Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let 1 < p < co with p # 2. Let F: [-1, l] --+ C and 
suppose that F operates from COM,(Tn) into M,(‘[m). Then F coincides with un 
entire function in some neighborhood of 0. 
Proof. We show that F actually operates from C,,M,(T) into M,(U). An 
application of Theorem 2.1 then implies the result. Let T E C,,MJU) with 
-1 < T(m) < 1 for all m. Define U E C,,M,(lP) by 
and 
Qml , m2 ,-.-, m,> = %-d if m2 = **- = m, = 0 
%h , ma ,..., m,) = 0 otherwise. 
Here (m, , m2 ,..., m,) E Z*. Clearly, 6 is real-valued and -1 < 6 < 1 on 
P. Hence F(U) E M,(P). But F 0 p(m) = F 0 o(m, 0 ,..., 0) for all m EZ. 
It follows easily that F(T) E MJU). This concludes the proof. 
Comment 2.15. An argument similar to that used in Theorem 2.14 establishes 
the following result: Let G be a compact LCA group whose dual group contains 
an element of infinite order. Let 1 < p < co withp # 2. SupposeF: [-1, l] + C 
and that F operates from C,M,(G) into M,(G). Then F coincides with an 
entire function in some neighborhood of 0. 
Theorem 1 follows immediately by Theorem 2.14. We now turn to Theorem 2 
in the case G = UP. The following lemma is required. 
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LEMMA 2.16. Let 1 < p < 2. Let F: [-1, 11 -+ @ and suppose that F 
operates from L,(W) into M&X?). Then F is analytic on [-1, 11. 
Proof. Let A,(P) = {f I~EL,(P)}, 1 < 4 < 2. We will show that 
F o g E A,(P) whenever g E Al(P) and range g _C [-1, 11. Choose such a 
function g. Define v(xl , X, ,..., xn) = g(eial, ei*a ,..., ei”n) for all (x1 ,..., x~) E [Wn. 
Then 9 E B( KP). Let K E A( W”) so that 0 < K < 1, K = 1 on {(x1 , x2 ,..., x,) E 
[Wn 1 1 xi 1 < 27r, 1 < i < n}, and supp K is compact. Clearly VA E A(P), and 
so F(qJz) E M,( Rm)A. 
Let Q = {(x1 ,..., x,) 1 -r < xi < z, 1 < i < n}. Then F(q&)xo E M,(R”)^. 
Let H be the extension of F(yk)xo to Iw” by periodicity in each variable. By 
a theorem of Jodeit (see [lo, Theorem 2.3]), HE M,(P)^. But F 0 g = H. 
Therefore F 0 g E M,(E”)^ C A,@“), as claimed. It follows by a theorem of 
Rudin (see [16, Theorem 5]), that F is analytic on [-1, 11. 
THEOREM 2.17. Let 1 <p < 00 with p # 2. Let F: [-1, l] + C and 
suppose that F operates from C,M&W) into M,(W). Then F coincides with an 
entire function on [-1, 11. 
Proof. We may assume that 1 < p < 2. By Lemma 2.16, it suffices to 
show that F coincides with an entire function in some neighborhood of 0. 
This, in turn, follows from Theorem 2.14 and the fact that F operates from 
C,,M#P) into M&P). In order to verify this assertion, let T E C,,Mp(Un), 
with -1 < T < 1. By an extension theorem of Fig&Talamanca and Gaudry 
(see [4, Theorem Cl), there exists SE CdM,(lP) so that 9 Izn = T and 
-1 < ,!!? < 1. Then F(S)EM&W). M oreover, since F is continuous on 
[-1, l] (see 2.16), F 0 3 is continuous on KP. By a restriction theorem of 
de Leeuw ([2, Sec. 3]), F 0 p = F 0 3 jZn E M,(P)^. This implies that F 
operates from C,,M,(T”) into M,(P), and completes the proof of the theorem. 
3 
We now turn our attention to the case G = Z in Theorem 2. We prove 
this theorem for the integer group by constructing a multiplier SE C,M&R) 
so that s is real-valued, supp 3 _C [0, 11, and so that the behavior of 9 near 
the origin reflects the behavior of our basic multiplier T (see the proof of 2.5) 
near infinity. The construction consists in combining the method of Section 2 
with a technique of Igari [9]. The connecting link between these two theories 
is the introduction of a vector-valued analog of the space BMO (see [3, 11, 141). 
In this section, we collect the relevant facts concerning this “vector-valued 
BMO.” Theorems will be stated in the general n-dimensional context, although 
we will use only the one-dimensional theory. We begin with the following 
definition. 
5W26/3-7 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a Banach space. Let fi [w” -+ X be a locally 
Bochner integrable function (see [6, Chapt. 31). We say that f is of bounded 
mean oscillation with respect to X provided 
where the supremum is taken over all finite cubes Q C [w”, m(Q) denotes the 
Lebesgue measure of Q, and fQ = (l/m(Q)) so f (x) dx. The space of all such 
functions f is denoted by BMO(X). 
Just as in the classical case, BMO(X) becomes a Banach space (modulo 
constants, that is modulo elements of X) under the norm 11 *IIBMO(X) defined 
above. The space BMO(X) enjoys many of the same properties as the usual 
space of bounded mean oscillation. In particular, we have the following results. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a Banach space, let 1 < q < 00, and let f: FP ---f X 
be a locally Bochner integrable function. Suppose there exists M > 0 so that for each 
cube Q c W, there exists ao E X with ((l/m(Q)) JQ 11 f(x) - aQ 11; dx)llg < M. 
Then ((l/m(Q)) so 11 f(x) - fQ 11% dx)l/* < 2M, for each cube Q C UP. 
The proof of this result is a verbatim repetition of [14, Lemma 4.11. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a Banach space and let f E BMO(X). Then for each 
cube Q C W, and for each CT > 0, 
m{x 6 Q I llf (4 -fo IIX > 4 < Be-““lKm(Q), 
where K = /If j/BMO~~~ , and b, B are constants depending only on n. In particular, 
ifl<p<co,then 
where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q _C UP, and C, depends only on p 
and n. 
This result is the vector-valued analog of the usual John-Nirenberg theorem 
([ll, Lemma 11). The proof of 3.3 is identical to that for the scalar-valued case. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X and X1 be Banach spaces. Let K: IF@ -+ 0(X, X1) be a 
strongly measurable function, with SW” IIK(x)~],(,,~,) dx < 00. Let V(f)(x) = 
.fw J-G - r)f (y) d 2 f y OY all f E L,(lP)(X) + L,(W)(X). Suppose that there 
exist A, M so that 
(a) V is a bounded operator from L,( W)(X) into L,( FP)(X,) with norm GM. 
(b) .~I~IX~M II K@ -Y> - K(x)llo~x,~,~ dx G 4 for ally E W- 
Then V is a bounded operator from L,(!P)(X) into BMO(X,) with norm 
<C(A + M); the constant C depends only on n. 
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Just as in the scalar-valued analog of this theorem, the assumption con- 
cerning the integrability of K is only made for convenience. As before, the 
classical proof for scalar-valued functions (see [14, Theorem 5.11 or [19, 
Theorem 41) extends without modification to the present context. We also 
refer the reader to [18, Theorem 21 for the corresponding weak (1, 1) result. 
We now turn to the analog of the Fefferman-Stein interpolation theorem 
([3, Sect. 51). Again, the proof is identical to that in the scalar-valued case. 
If (P, B1) is an interpolation pair of Banach spaces, we let [BO, BrJs denote 
the analytic interpolation space of Calderon (see [l]). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let X be a Banach space, Zet 1 < q < w, 0 < s < 1, 
and let l/p = s/q. Then 
[BMW), 4&U, = J%(X), 
with eqkvalence of norms. 
(The constants involved in the norm equivalence of 3.5 depend only on n, s, 
and q; not on the Banach space X.) 
The essential content of this theorem is roughly as follows. Let (T,), 
0 < Re z < 1, be a family of operators from L,JX) n L,(X) into L,(X) + 
BMO(X). Suppose that z 3 T, is analytic on the open strip {z 1 0 < Re z < 1), 
z --f T, is strongly continuous and uniformly bounded on the closed strip 
(z j 0 < Re z < 1}, and that 
@I ;z; II T,+it(f)llqx) G MI llf Ilqx) > 
for all f E L&X) n L,(X). Th en if l/p = s/q, T, may be extended to a bounded 
operator on L,(X) of norm <C&$“M r8. Here C depends only on q, s, and n. 
For a precise formulation of the theory involved, we refer the reader to [l; 31. 
We conclude this section with a result which will play a crucial role in the 
forthcoming development. It is analogous to Theorem 2.1 of [22]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume 1 < p < 2 and l/p + l/p’ = l.Let {A,} be a sequence 
of multipliers on L,(R”), and let A > 0, Mj > 0 so that Mj 1) Aj jjp < A, 
j = 1, 2,... . Write A{f$} = {Aj(fj)>, and suppose that A is a bounded operator 
from L,(F@)(ZJ into BMO(l,). Define U by U{fj} = {Mj”‘“‘Aj(fi)}. Then U is a 
bounded operator on L,( IV)(&). 
Proof. In order to avoid certain (minor) technical difficulties, we consider 
the subspace ZaN = {{x%] E Zz 1 x, = 0 if n > N) of 1,. Let UN{fj}E1 = 
(M~l”‘Aj(fj)}~“=l. It clearly suffices to show that for all {f,] EL,(Z,N), 
where C is a constant independent of N. 
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Consider the analytic family of operators R(z) defined by ~(x)((fi}~i) = 
{IMjz~j(fj)}~, . We first note that for all t E Iw, 
II R(l + it)llo(L,(z~)) G A. (20) 
This follows by the assumption ikZ$ I/ L$ 1j3cI < A, j = 1, 2,... (see the proof 
of [22, Theorem 2.11 for the simple details). Moreover, since rl is a bounded 
operator from L,(la) into BMO(Za), it is straightforward to verify that for all 
t E R, 
11 R(it)llO(,m(Z~).‘),BMO(Z~)) < 11 A I/P (21) 
where /j fl(j denotes the operator norm of II. It follows by Theorem 3.5 and 
the results of [l] that R(s) is a bounded operator on L,(ZzN), with norm 
<C, Ij /l ljl-sAs. Here 4s = l/p’, that is s = 2/p’, and C, depends only on 71 
and p. Inequality (19) now follows by duality. This concludes the proof of 
the theorem. 
4 
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 2. We first obtain the 
following fundamental special case of that theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 <p < co with p # 2. Let F: [--I, l] + C and 
suppose that F operates from CM,(Z) into M,(E). Then F coincides with an entire 
function on [-1, I]. 
It is clear that if F satisfies the hypothesis of 4.1 with 1 < p < 2, then 
F 0 f E {g j j E I,}, for all f E A(T). By a theorem of Rudin ([16, Theorem 5]), 
F is analytic on [-1, 11. It thus suffices to prove the following analog of 
Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 1 < p < co with p # 2. Let @: [-E, G] + @ and 
@p(x) = ~~=‘=, akxb for 1 x 1 < 6. Suppose that @ operates from CM,(Z) into 
M,(Z). Then there exists C, , j< so that 
forallj>j,. 
A fundamental step in the proof of 4.2 is the construction of a multiplier 
S E C,M,(R) so that S is real-valued, supp S C [0, 11, and so that the behavior e 
of S near 0 is similar to the behavior of the basic multiplier ‘i‘ (see the proof 
of 2.5) near co. To this end, we use a method of Igari [9] to “move” 03 to 
the point 0. However, we must be much more precise throughout. The machinery 
developed in Section 3 makes this extra precision possible. We begin with the 
following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let w E 9, the Schwartz space of test functions, with w > 0 
and SO that supp B Z (-1’6 ,&G), L;)(O) = 1, and B >, 0. If h E M(U), a%jine 
@(h)(E) = xz=‘=_, fTn xE(x + 2mh) w(x + 27rh) dA(x), for every Borel set E C IF& 
Then 
(a) a’: M(T) -+ M(R) is a bounded operator of norm <l. 
(b) .&(@(h))(y) = cf-, 9&I)(h) B(y - h) fw all y E R. (Recall that 
flG denotes the Fourier-Stieltjes transform on the LCA group G.) In particular, 
I) Iz = %(4. 
(4 !.f CL, X E M(T) with I X I d p, then I ‘W)l < %-4. 
Cd) II ~W’(Wll,,~w~ = II %Nz, . 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
Comment 4.4. Let g: R --f C be a Bore1 measurable function so that 
I &)I G w + I 2 I”) f or all x E R; here C > 0 and NE iV are constants. 
Then if h E M(T), we have SW Ig I d I %(h)l < co (and soBg &Y(X) = 
~~=-, Jrng(x + 27&K) w(x + 27rk) dh). This follows since the function w of 4.3 
is in the Schwartz space Y. Thus if gr(x) = I g(x)] w(x), Cgr(x + 27&) is a 
bounded function on T. This simple observation plays an important role 
in the sequel. 
Notation 4.5. Let (ak) and E be as in 2.6. Let {A,}, h, n(j), and {&} be as 
in 2.13. Let dj > degree #j (as in the proof of 2.5), mj = 22j, j = 1, 2 ,..., 
and choose a sequence {i*} so that 10 < il < i2 < .**, and -&mid + dj < mij - dj 
(that is, rnij > 4d,). Choose /3j E N with +mij + dj < pj < mij - dj . Define 
7j = ei~~z@(Aj), 7 = %(A). 
LEMMA 4.6. Assume the notations of 4.5. Then for all j, 
(a) I Tj I < 2-s 
(b) ]I Fj llz. (n) < 21/22-n(j)/2. 
(c) ej(y) “= %(h,)^(y - pj) for all y E R; in particuzar, gR(7J(h) = 
Pu(Aj)(h - jlj), for all k E Z. 
This result follows immediately by Lemmas 2.13 and 4.3. 
Notation 4.7. Let K E ,40, the Schwartz space of test functions, and suppose 
1 = 1 on [$ , 11, supp r? C (t , $), I? is real-valued, and J- .$I?(.$) dt = 0. Let 
mj = 22’, j = 1, 2 ,... . Define K;(X) = (l/mj) K(x/mj - mjt), for all X, t E R, 
j = 1, 2,... . Define Kt = {K~}~&. 
Notice that K?([) = 1?(m&) e-’ tn5+rta, for all t, .$ E R. Also r?(m&) = 1 if 
1/2m, < 6 < l/m, and r?(m&) = 0 if 5 4 (1/4mj , 5/4mj). We have the following 
estimate, which is analogous to [9, Lemma 11. 
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LEMMA 4.8. Assume the notations of 4.7. Then for ally, t E [w, 
where C is an absolute constant. 
Proof.1 The proof essentially follows along the lines set forth in [9]. Note 
that I K(X)] d C/(1 + I x 1)3, and I K’(X)/ < C/(1 + I x 1)3, for all x E R. More- 
over, since K’(O) = 0, I K’(X)] < C 1 x 1, for ail x E R. It then follows, by the 
mean value theorem, that for an appropriate 7 E (0, l), depending on X, y, j, 
and t, 
I Kjt(X -y) - K;(X)1 < Cmi3 I x - 7y - mj+$ I I y I, (22) 
I ‘9% - Y) - “i”(X)1 < cm5 I x - TY - m5+d l-3 I y I> (23) 
11 Kjt Ilm < C/mj. (24) 
The estimate (22) is useful in case I x - 7y - mj+lt l/mj is small; estimate 
(23) is used when this quantity is large. 
Fix t E R. The proof is divided into the cases 1 t / > 1 and j t j < 1. Assume 
first that I t I 2 1. Let y E R. Let N be the least non-negative integer so that 
IY I cm,+, 1 t I. In case N = 0, let I(0) = {X 1 I x I < mz I t I}. If N > 1, we 
define 
Define 
if K > N + 1. Choose such a k. We estimate 
s I(k) II Kt(x -Y) - w9lll, dx 
= zLtk) 1 ‘+(X -Y) - ‘&)I dx 
+ f j- 
j=k I(k) 
1 Kjt(X - y) - K;(X)] dx = P + Q. 
Notice that if 1 < j < k, and if x E 1(k), then for 0 < 7 < 1, we have 
I~-~y--~+l~I>lxl-lyl-mmi+,ItIZ~lx~.Thusby(23) 
1 ~jt(x - y> - Kj”(x)l < cmj / Y I I x le3, 
and we obtain 
1 Throughout the course of this proof, C denotes a constant whose value may change 
from place to place. 
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Thus, 
We now consider the case j 3 A. Suppose first that I x - mj+lt I < 2m, 1 t I. 
(When x Ed, this can only occur if j = k or j = k + 1.) Then if 0 < 7 < 1, 
Ix-rly--j+ltl < lx--j+ItI flrl <3mjItI, 
sincej>k>N+l and Jy/ <mN+,)t). Thusby(22), 
I~j”(x-y)-~Kjt(~)l <Crn~“ItIIyI. 
Hence if j > k, we see 
I ,+mr+lt,~2m,,t, I 4(x -Y) - 4(x)l dx G C I t I2 I Y I/+. (29) 
Nowletj>RandIx -mm,,tI>,2m~lt\.ThenifO<q<1, 
I X - 7Y - mj,t I 3 I x - mi+G I - I y I > I x - q+,t I - mj I t I, 
and by (23), 
1 Kj”(X - Y) - Kj”(x)l < cmj I y I( I x - mj+$ l - mj l t I)“. 
It follows that 
s Iz-m,+lto2m,ltl ’ K5YX -y) - ~r”(x>l dx< Cmj I y I&j I t I)” < C I y I/mj , (30) 
since ItI > 1. 
Hence if j > k, we have by (29) and (30), 
I I(k) 
1 ‘9% - Y) - K3t(X)l h 
< 
I 
,~-,,t,<2m,,t, 1 stb -Y) - Ki”(x>l dx (31) 
+ L-m,+,tl>zn ItI lK3t(x-yY)--Kjt(~)ldx~Clt121YI/m~. I 
Therefore, 
Q =,;i,,, 14(x--~)- qt(X)ldX<CIt121Yl g ~lm~~~l~121yl/m~~ 
I-k 
(32) 
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Finally then, by (27), (28), and (32), we have 
s I(k) 
II KYx -Y) - ~Wlg,dx = P + Q d C I t I2 I Y l/mk 
and 
(33) 
In case K = N > 1, we use similar reasoning. If 1 <j < N, the same 
estimates which led to (28), combined with the fact that m, I t I < 1 y 1 < 
mN+l I t l yield 
s I(N) 
I Q(x - y) - G(x>l dx < Cm,/l Y I 
and 
z J-(N) I K3t@ - Y) - K&)I dx < Cm4 y I < C/l t I d C. (34) 
If j > N + 1 (so that ( y I < mj / t I), the argument leading to (31) and (32) 
yields 
I I(N) 1 ‘9% - Y> --~t(X)l~~ClYllt12/mi 
and 
jj+l s,,,, 1 KAX - y)-Kjt(X)IdX<CIyIIt12 f l/mj j=N+l 
~ClylIt12/mN+1~CltlS. 
Ifj = N, 
s I(N) 
1 K;(X - y) - Ki”(X)l dx < 2 11 Kjt 111 = c. 
Therefore, by (34), (35), (36), and since I t / > 1, 
f I(N) 
II Kt(x - y) - W9llt, dx 6 C I t I3 
forN> 1. 
Finally, by (33) and (37), 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
G k$N j-u II =(x -Y> - W4ll,, dx G C I t 13, 
forN> 1. 
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If N = 0, then 1 y 1 < m, 1 t I, and by (24) and (33), 
+ g i(k) II wx - r) - =(x)llz, dx d C I t I + C I t 13. 
Hence (38) holds even if N = 0; that is (38) holds for all y E R, if 1 t 1 > 1. 
In case ) t 1 < 1, we carry out an argument very similar to that given above. 
We now choose the least non-negative integer N so that I y 1 < m,,, . If 
N = 0, define J(0) = {x 1 I x 1 < ma}. If N > 1, define 
Let 
Jch) = ix 1 mk+l < I x 1 < mk+2> 
ifk>N+l. 
The arguments leading to (38), now using J(K) in place of I(k), and ifj > k, 
considering the cases ( x - mj+lt 1 < 2mj and 1 x - mj+lt I > 2mj , give the 
estimate 
s IZl>lOlVl II Wx - Y> - W)llz, dx < C (39) 
for I t j < 1. The lemma follows by (38) and (39). 
LEMMA 4.9. Assume the notations of 4.7. Let t E R. Dejne Vt{fj} = {K: *fi}. 
Then Vt is a bounded operator from L,(Zz) into BMO(Z,) of norm <C + C I t Is. 
Proof. This result follows easily by Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.8. Specifically, 
let KNt = {K~}~l. Then KN t: R + O(ZJ by KNt(x){aj} = {Kjt(x)aj}zl , for 
all {ai} E Z2 , is integrable; moreover, the convolution operator VNt{f3} = 
KNt * {fj} = {K~” *fj>El satisfies properties (a) and (b) of 3.4, with A = 
C + C I t 13. Thus 
for all (fj} EL,(ZJ. Here Bt is of the form C, + C, 1 t I3 for an appropriate 
constant C, independent of N. The lemma is an immediate consequence of (40). 
Notice that if f E L,(R) + L,(R), and if x E R, then the function t ---f I$ * f(x) 
is continuous and bounded. We may thus make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.10. Assume the notations of~4.5 and 4.7. We define nj( f)(x) = 
SW K$, *f(x) dT5(t) for all f EL1 n L, , j = 1,2,... . Define the operator (1 by 
4h> = V,(fd>* 
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LEMMA 4.11. 
64 4 E ww- 
(b) &t) = ahjf) h(~ij+d) fM all 5 E R. 
(c) /I Aj Ilrn < C2-n(j)lz, where C is an absolute constant. 
This result follows easily by Lemma 4.6 and the definitions involved. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let A be as in 4.10. Then A is a bounded operator from 
Lm(Z2) into BMO(Z,). 
Proof. Let {fi} EL,(&). Let Q _C R be an interval. We note 
(41) 
= gl W(Q)) lo I 4Udx) - av&h)12 h 
where avgo g = W4QN .fo A4 du f or all locally integrable functions g. 
Consider 
I 4(h)(x) - amNff)l 
=G I w Idj *fW - avgo dj *fj I W, 
the last inequality following since j TV 1 < T, j = 1, 2,... (see 4.6(a)). By (42), 
Hiilder’s inequality, and since 11 7 II < 1, we see 
I b(.f&> - whb(fi>t” S JR I d, *h(x) - avizodj *h lad+) 
and so by (41), 
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By Theorem 3.3 (the “vector-valued” John-Nirenberg Theorem) and by 
Lemma 4.9, 
for an appropriate constant C. By (43) and (44), we finally obtain 
W(Q)) Jo II 4h>(4 - avgo 4h>ll?2 dx G CI llWll~,c~,~ 2 (45) 
where C, = SIR (C + C I t Ia)” &(t) < co (see 4.4). The theorem follows 
immediately by (45). 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.2, and thus to establish 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We may assume that 1 < p < 2 and that Q(O) = 0. 
Then Q(X) = Cz-r +xk for / x 1 < E. Let {A,}, {&}, and {dj} correspond to 
{ale} and E as in 4.5, and let (7,) be the resultant “extensions” defined in 4.5. 
Finally, let A&?) = R(m$) +j(mi,+lt), for all s E R, as in 4.10 and 4.11. By 
Lemma 4.11(c), Theorem 4.12, and Theorem 3.6, we see that the operator 
U{j$} = {2”‘i’l”‘AAh)} 
is bounded on L,(Z,). (We take Mj = 2n(j)12 in 3.6.) 
Notice that 
SUPP Aj C (l/4@, 9 5/4mi,) (W 
which follows since supp 2 C (4,$). M oreover, since p’ > 2, Lemma 4.11(c) 
implies that 
p(j)le 11 Aj Ilm + 0 (47) 
as j-00. Choose jc so that 2n(j)/p’ II AYj Ilrn < &, whenever j 3 1:. Since 
{2n(j)lp’Aj} is a bounded operator on L,(Z,), the Littlewood-Paley theory (see 
[18, Theorem 12; 20, Chapt. 4, Theorem 51) implies that the multiplier S 
defined by 
S(S) = 2n(1)/9’A3(5‘) if 1/4mi, < 5 < 5/4m+ and j > j, , 
0 otherwise, (48) = 
is bounded onL,(R). It is clear that 9 is real-valued, 11 9 lloD < &, supp s C [0, 11, 
and that 3 is continuous away from the origin. But (47) asserts that 9 is actually 
continuous at 0; note s(O) = 0 by (48). (Th e method of Igari (see the proof 
of [9, Lemma 41) produced a multiplier with a severe discontinuity at 0.) In 
essence, the remainder of our proof shows that the behavior of 3 near 0 is 
analogous to the behavior of the multiplier p (see the proof of 2.5) near 00. 
Fix j > j, . We show that 
1 a, 1 < C,2jlp’(jj/j!) 
for an appropriate constant C, , independent of j. 
(4% 
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To this end, let a be the periodic extension of ,!? to IF! (with period 27r). 
Then R E CM,(E) (see [lo, Theorem 2.31). Moreover, l? is real-valued and 
jj l? /IL,(r) = 11 3 II=,(n) < &. Hence CD(R) E CM,(Z). By Theorem 4.5 of [2], 
@(a) E CMP(R)A. By the dilation invariance of /j * IIMp , we see that for all 
%BER 
II @(m(t + B>hfJR, = II @(mf,m * 
Hence, by a restriction theorem of de Leeuw (see [2, Sect. 3]), and by [2, 
Theorem 4.51, 
II ‘W$(+ + J9Nl~~m G II ‘WIIMJZ) e (50) 
Let aj = l/mi,+I and let & be as in 4.5. Let & and dj be as in 4.5 (see also 2.13). 
Then since II $9 lh,m < K, , 
II @P(~&j(~ + m dd4ll L,(B)" G &I/ @(41y(n) > (51) 
where we define II j llt,w = II g IL,(T) , for all g E&OTJ 
Notice that if n E [ -dj , d,], then aj(n + &) E [1/2mi, , l/mijl. Thus if 
71 E [-fj , dj], 
@(W%(~ + l&j>) Q&4 
= &4 il Uk2 n(j)k'P'i?(msjaj(n + pj))" +j(mij+laj(n + j?j))k 
= $dn> zl uk2 
m 
n(J)k’e’fj(n + pjy = tjj(?z) c ak2n(~)w&)k, 
k=l 
the last equality following by Lemma 4.6(c). Since di 3 deg & , it follows 
that for all n E Z, 
a@)(,(?2 + pj)) IJj(?z) = ( f +2n’j)“‘“‘h*k * $j)^ (n). 
k=l 
(52) 
By (51) and (52), we obtain 
(53) 
But this is similar to the estimate (18) in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Inequality 
(49) thus follows as a consequence of (53) and the properties of {Ai} and {#Q} 
(see the proof of 2.5). The proof of Theorem 4.2, and hence of 4.1 is complete. 
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2 for the case G = P. The 
following lemma will be used. 
LEMMA 4.13. Let G, and G, be LCA groups, and let 1 < p < co. Let 
F: [- 1, l] -+ @ and suppose that F operates on C,NI,(G, @ G,). Then F operates 
on C&b(G). 
Proof. Let g EL~(GJ with g(0) = 1 and 0 < g < 1. Let T E C$Z,(G,) 
with -1 < p < 1. We define the multiplier U by 
for all (ri,~.J~ri@I’a. Then -1 <o< 1, li~C,(F,@r,), and it is 
simple to verify that U E M,(G, @ G,). Hence F(U) E C,M,(G, @ G,). By 
Corollary 4.6 of [17], it follows that the function F(l& , 0)) = F( p(n)), 
for y1 E I’, , is in Mv(Gl)“. Thus F(T) E C,M,(G,); this implies the lemma. 
THEOREM 4.14. Let 1 < p < 00 with p # 2. Let F: [-1, l] ---f C and 
suppose that F operates from CIM,(Zn) into M&Z”). Then F coincides with an 
entire function on [-1, 11. 
Proof. We may assume that 1 < p < 2. It is clear that if f E A(T*) = 
{g /g EL@)}, with -1 <f < 1, th en F 0 f E {g 1 g E Lp(Zn)). By Theorem 5 
of [16], F is analytic on [ - 1, 11. Hence F actually operates on CM&Z”). By 
Lemma 4.13, F operates on CM,(Z). Th eorem 4.1 now implies that F coincides 
with an entire function on [ -1, 11. 
Theorem 2 now follows immediately by Theorems 2.17 and 4.14. 
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